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Abstract—Cut-elimination is the bedrock of proof theory with
a multitude of applications from computational interpretations
to proof analysis. It is also the starting point for important meta-
theoretical investigations into decidability, complexity, disjunction
property, interpolation, and more. Unfortunately cut-elimination
does not hold for the sequent calculi of most non-classical logics.
It is well-known that the key to applications is the subformula
property (a typical consequence of cut-elimination) rather than
cut-elimination itself. With this in mind, we introduce cut-
restriction, a procedure to restrict arbitrary cuts to analytic cuts
(when elimination is not possible). The algorithm applies to all
sequent calculi satisfying language-independent and simple-to-
check conditions, and it is obtained by adapting age-old cut-
elimination. Our work encompasses existing results in a uniform
way, subsumes Gentzen’s cut-elimination, and establishes new
analytic cut properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental result in proof theory is cut-elimination.
It is the algorithm that syntactically eliminates cuts from a
sequent calculus proof and leads to a proof that has the
subformula property, i.e., it only contains formulas that are
subformulas of the final statement. Though potentially larger
in size, cut-free proofs are much better behaved and more
amenable to meta-theoretic investigation, as the space of
proofs under consideration is greatly constrained. Gentzen’s
motivation in the 1930’s was a “finitistic" proof of consistency
of arithmetic but the influence of cut-elimination goes far
beyond that. From its interpretation as computation under the
proofs-as-programs correspondence (e.g. [19]) to its role in
proof analysis (e.g. [3]), it is by far the most fundamental
proof transformation. Cut-free calculi–the offspring of cut-
elimination–are widely applied to prove metalogical properties
of the underlying logics (e.g., decidability, upper bounds,
various flavours of interpolation, and disjunction properties),
and they are key to developing automated reasoning methods.

Given the influence of Gentzen’s seminal result it was
inevitable that it would be extended to more and more logics.
Cut-elimination was originally proved for the sequent calculi
for classical and intuitionistic logic IL but interesting and
useful logics continue to be introduced and so the program of
developing cut-free calculi via cut-elimination was extended.
The first significant obstacle was encountered in the early
1950’s: how to eliminate cuts in the proof calculus for the
modal logic S5? In 1968, Mints [10] solved the problem
but not using the sequent calculus: he proved cut-elimination

for S5 using a generalisation of the sequent calculus known
today as the hypersequent calculus, e.g. [1]. This ushered in
a new era in proof theory: generalise the sequent calculus to
obtain proof calculi with cut-elimination for various logics of
interest. Nowadays, numerous proof formalisms can be found
that generalise the sequent calculus: nested, labelled, bunched,
tree-hypersequent, display sequent calculi, and many more.

Let us return to the sequent calculus. While cut-elimination
implies the subformula property, it is not a necessary con-
dition. In particular, the subformula property still holds if
one accepts analytic cuts [18], i.e. a cut-rule where the cut-
formula is a subformula of the conclusion. Indeed, Kowalski
and Ono [9] show that the subformula property is equivalent
to the analytic cut property (every theorem has a proof whose
cuts are analytic). Notably, many decidability, complexity
and interpolation arguments go through in the presence of
analytic cuts ([20], [13]). For instance, Kowalski and Ono [9]
show a host of results such as Craig interpolation, Halldén
completeness and Maximova variable separation, utilising the
analytic cut property. As Smullyan [18] describes it, ‘the real
importance of cut-free proofs is not the elimination of cuts per
se, but rather that such proofs obey the subformula principle’.

As with generalised proof formalisms, the analytic cut
property (or mild relaxations, as in [21], [22], [23]) can serve
as a substitute when cut-elimination in the sequent calculus
fails. Moreover, there are advantages in retaining the sequent
calculus as a framework for meta-logical investigations over
using a generalised formalism: it is the sequent calculus rather
than any of these other formalisms that remains familiar to
anyone with a passing knowledge of formal logic. Aside
from its association with Gentzen’s famous result, compelling
reasons are its simplicity, the ready identifiability of a sequent
with logical consequence (assumptions are on the left of
the sequent and consequences on the right), the fact that
the additional structure/meta-language in extended formalisms
usually complicate meta-logical investigations, and the numer-
ous results that have been proved using the sequent calculus.

What is missing is a general methodology for transforming
sequent calculus proofs with arbitrary cuts into proofs with
analytic cuts. In fact, almost all proofs of the subformula
property in the literature have been semantic, e.g. [8], [7], [9],
[2]. However, semantic arguments lack an important feature
(present in Gentzen’s cut-elimination): it is not possible to
extract an algorithm to eliminate non-analytic cuts from a
proof in a stepwise manner. Indeed, the constructive nature of979-8-3503-3587-3/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE



cut-elimination was important to satisfy Hilbert’s requirement
for a “finitistic" proof of consistency. Even beyond this, it is
crucial for ordinal analysis and computational interpretations.

The singular exception to the prevalent semantic proofs is
Takano’s 1992 paper [20], where he took up the challenge to
obtain the analytic cut property by syntactic means for the
sequent calculus of S5 and some logics in its vicinity. He
then proved analogous results for more modal logics ([21],
[22], [23]) but this time via semantic method. While the
result of [20] is well-known, the syntactic method presented
there seems to be virtually unknown. This might be due
to its intricate arguments, and because it is unclear how to
visualise the transformations in [20] and how they fit together
(unlike Gentzen’s transformations). Consequently, it is hard
to determine whether the arguments transfer to other logics.
Another syntactic solution for S5 was recently obtained in
Ciabattoni et al. [6] where proofs are first embedded into a
hypersequent calculus, cut-elimination is applied there, and
the hypersequent structure is then systematically removed in
favour of analytic cuts. This gives an in-principle algorithm in
the sequent calculus but the complex sequence of transforma-
tions in no way resembles Gentzen’s reductions, and a high-
level ‘picture’ of the transformations is once again lacking.

The present paper provides a methodology to transform
sequent calculus proofs with arbitrary cuts into proofs with
analytic cuts. We call the resulting method cut-restriction, of
which Gentzen’s cut-elimination is a special, boundary case.
We focus on a class of propositional sequent calculi well-
behaved for our purpose and large enough to include a variety
of interesting calculi. The algorithm of cut-restriction proceeds
in a stepwise manner and is formulated using language-
independent conditions along the lines of Belnap’s [5] condi-
tions for cut-elimination. Checking these conditions is straight-
forward and does not require knowledge of the algorithm.

Our work brings together scattered results in the liter-
ature, and provides a uniform way to prove the analytic
cut-property for a host of calculi (in particular, simplifying
Takano’s argument for S5), including the calculus L4 [12]
for the strongest S5-type intuitionistic modal logic G4, and
its extension with a coimplication connective. This work also
resolves the following open question for bi-intuitionistic logic
(a conservative extension of IL):

The sequent calculus BiInt [16] fails cut-
elimination but it is complete with analytic cuts.
Semantic proofs of this result were presented inde-
pendently by Kowalski and Ono [9], and Avron and
Lahav [2]. Pinto and Uustalu [15] prove syntactically
that certain infinitely many (co)implicational cut-
formulas suffice for completeness but left open the
problem of finding a constructive procedure for the
analytic cut property in BiInt.

Summing up, the contribution of this paper is twofold.

• We introduce the first proof transformation reducing
arbitrary cuts to analytic cuts that applies to a large class

of propositional sequent calculi. In doing so, we extend
Gentzen’s age-old transformations.

• We provide easy-to-check sufficient conditions on the
sequent calculus for analytic cut property.

Cut-restriction needs a novel idea: At first sight it might
seem reasonable to assume that cut restriction follows from
some slight adaptation of cut-elimination. We illustrate using
the case of S5 that this is not the case. The following presumes
some knowledge of cut-elimination; the reader unfamiliar with
this terminology is referred to Section II. First consider the cut
below that is well-known [11] to be not eliminable in S5:

□¬p ⇒ □¬p
(¬r)⇒ ¬□¬p,□¬p
(5)⇒ □¬□¬p,□¬p

p ⇒ p
(¬l)¬p, p ⇒
(T )

□¬p, p ⇒
cut

p ⇒ □¬□¬p
The cut-formula □¬p is principal in the right premise of cut
by the (T ) rule and it is non-principal (i.e. context) in the left
premise. Therefore the usual move in cut-elimination would
be to lift the cut upward in the left premise which means a
cut on ⇒ ¬□¬p,□¬p and □¬p, p ⇒ yielding p ⇒ ¬□¬p.
However, we cannot apply (5) now since that rule requires
that every context formula is boxed. Note that the cut in the
proof diagram is analytic because □¬p is a subformula of
p ⇒ □¬□¬p. We conclude that we cannot lift the cut upwards
as in Gentzen’s cut-elimination but if we are prepared to accept
analytic cuts then nothing more needs to be done here. Of
course, it still remains to show that analytic cuts suffice in all
situations. We want a constructive proof so a natural idea is to
generalise cut-elimination by considering an arbitrary topmost
non-analytic cut and seek transformations that make the cut-
formula smaller until the cut disappears or becomes analytic.
However, this idea does not hold up in practice. Consider:
□Γ ⇒ □A,B

(5)
□Γ ⇒ □A,□B

A,Σ ⇒ Π
(T )

□A,Σ ⇒ Π
non-analytic cut

□Γ,Σ ⇒ □B,Π

The cut-formula is principal in the right premise by (T ) and
non-principal in the left premise. As in the previous example,
the cut cannot be lifted up in either premise. There we accepted
the cut as it was analytic, but how to proceed if it is not? A
new idea is needed. Even the briefest consideration of [20] will
provide an indication of the intricacy of Takano’s solution.

The paper is organised as follows. The idea behind cut-
restriction is discussed informally in Sec. II using BiInt as a
case study. Sec. III introduces the class of calculi we deal with
(standard sequent calculi). These are sequent calculi having
all structural rules, and whose logical rules are analytic and
introduce one connective at a time. The main ingredients for
the cut-restriction proof to go through are identified in Sec. IV;
they are formulated in terms of syntactic sufficient conditions
to be satisfied by a standard sequent calculus. The general
proof of cut restriction is contained in Sections V and VI,
and examples of calculi to which it applies are presented in
Sec. VII. Sec. VIIIshows how Gentzen’s cut-elimination is a
special case of cut restriction.



II. A GUIDED EXAMPLE

Gentzen’s cut-elimination argument: Stepwise reductions
(‘simplifying transformations’) replace a cut with smaller cuts
with respect to a well-founded relation. The cut-free proof
follows from a transfinite induction. The stepwise reductions
come in two flavours: permutation and principal reduction.
The former shifts a cut one step upwards in either the left or the
right premise. Following repeated applications, the situation
is reached of a cut in which the cut-formula is principal (i.e.
created by the rule immediately above it) in both premises.
The principal reduction is now used to replace that cut with
cuts on proper subformulas. Principal reductions depend on
the shape of the introduction rules and in some cases they can
be hard to find. This is what happens with the modal rule in
provability logic GL, for example: the change in polarity of
the diagonal formula from conclusion to premise necessitates
a highly intricate and customised principal reduction [25].

Here we will consider cut-restriction for sequent calculi in
which principal reductions are unproblematic. Therefore we
shift our attention to permutation reductions.

Permutation reductions fail if a rule cannot be permuted
with the cut that follows it. The reason for the failure is that the
rule cannot be applied after the cut because the new premises
conflict with the context restrictions of the rule.

Permutation reductions are unproblematic for Gentzen’s
calculus LK for classical logic as there are no context re-
strictions. In Maehara’s calculus for intuitionistic logic [24]—
a multiple-conclusion sequent calculus obtained by replacing
the right implication rule in LK with that of the intuitionistic
calculus LJ (cf. (→ r) in Fig. 2)—some permutation reduc-
tions do fail as (→ r) does not permit any context on the right
(the principal formula must appear alone). E.g., try to permute
the following cut upwards in the right premise:

γ

Γ ⇒ ∆, A → B

δ

C,Σ, A → B ⇒ D
(→ r)

Σ, A → B ⇒ C ⊃ D
(cut)

Γ,Σ ⇒ ∆, C → D

This means the following transformation:

γ

Γ ⇒ ∆, A → B

δ

C,Σ, A → B ⇒ D
(cut)

Γ, C,Σ ⇒ ∆, D

We are stuck as we cannot apply (→ r) to this sequent when
∆ is non-empty as the rule does not permit any right context.

The solution here is known: repeatedly shift this cut upwards
in the left premise γ until the cut-formula is weakened or
introduced by (→ r) (we refer to it as critical inference).

A,Γ′ ⇒ B

Γ′ ⇒ A → B
(→ r)

In the latter case, it is crucial that A → B is the sole formula
on the right. Only at this point we do lift the cut upward

in the right premise. It does not cause any issue since the
critical inference does not introduce any context on the right.
We ultimately obtain a cut whose cut-formula is principal in
both premises. Now use a principal reduction to replace the
cut by smaller cuts (on A and B) and cut-elimination follows.

To set the scene for later, view this as first tracing the
cut-formula till principal in both premises and applying the
principal reduction. Now, proceed down the trace in the right
premise, and then the left. A sufficient condition for the latter
is that for every rule instance, if it has a context formula
A → B on the right then its substitution by arbitrary multisets
on the left and right is also a rule instance (we say that → is
rightable Def. 14); for the former it is the ability to substitute a
context formula A → B on the left with the context of (→ r)
(weakly leftable) i.e. we are anticipating substitution with the
critical inference context. A special case of Theorem 38 states
that every standard sequent calculus (Definition 3) whose every
connective is rightable and weakly leftable has cut-elimination.

Cut-restriction: Consider now the sequent calculus
BiInt [16] for bi-intuitionistic logic. Bi-intuitionistic logic is
a conservative extension of intuitionistic logic that introduces a
connective ≺ that is residuated with ∨ in the same sense that
→ and ∧ are residuated. Formally, BiInt is obtained from
the Maehara calculus for IL by adding the rules (≺ l) and
(≺ r) in Fig. 2. Crucially, the (≺ l) rule permits a context
on the right but not on the left. Consequently, the permutation
reduction upward in the left premise γ that we applied before
is not possible in BiInt. From the perspective of this paper,
the → connective is not rightable in BiInt and the sufficient
conditions for cut-elimination in Theorem 38 are not met. This
is not surprising as some theorems of BiInt have no cut-free
proof (see [9]). It is time to move from cut-elimination to cut-
restriction up to analytic cuts. Trace the ancestors of the cut-
formula all the way to their critical inferences (similar “tracing
back" arguments are used, e.g., in cut-elimination proofs for
the sequent calculus [17], [4] or display calculus [5]). Critical
inferences split the proof into a top and a bottom part. A
simplified situation where there is a single critical inference
in each of the left and right premise is shown below.

top(γ)

Γ′, A ⇒ B
(→r)

Γ′ ⇒ A → B

bot(γ)

Γ ⇒ A → B,∆

top1(δ)

Σ′ ⇒ A,Π′

top2(δ)

Σ′, B ⇒ Π′
(→l)

Σ′, A → B ⇒ Π′

bot(δ)

Σ, A → B ⇒ Π
(cut)

Γ,Σ ⇒ ∆,Π

To simplify further, assume that Γ′ consists of a single formula.
Now transform this as shown in Fig. II. In a nutshell:

• The original cut on A → B is replaced by a cut on Γ′,
the context of the critical inference in γ.



Γ′ ⇒ Γ′

bot(γ)[Γ′/A → B]

Γ ⇒ Γ′,∆

top(γ)

Γ′, A ⇒ B

top1(δ)

Σ′ ⇒ A,Π′
(cut)

Γ′,Σ ⇒ B,Π′

top2(δ)

Σ′, B ⇒ Π′
(cut)

Σ′,Γ′ ⇒ Π′

bot(δ)[Γ′/A → B]

Σ,Γ′ ⇒ Π
(cut)

Γ,Σ ⇒ ∆,Π

Fig. 1. Illustration of the transformation for cut-restriction up to analytic cuts in BiInt

• We replace all ancestors of A → B in bot(δ) by Γ′,
leading to a leaf of the form Σ′,Γ′ ⇒ Π′. This leaf can be
proved via the usual principal case reductions on top(γ),
top1(δ) and top2(δ).

• We also replace ancestors of A → B in bot(γ) by Γ′.
This leads to a “trivial” leaf of the form Γ′ ⇒ Γ′.

Let us explain why the substitutions are well-defined.
bot(δ)[Γ′/A → B]: As bot(δ) contains A → B as a context

formula on the left, the rule (≺ l) could not have been
applied on that branch. In every other rule instance, we
can replace such a A → B by the context Γ′ of (→ r).
This is a property of → called weakly leftable.

bot(γ)[Γ′/A → B]: As bot(γ) contains A → B as a context
formula on the right, the (→ r) was not applied on that
branch. In other rule instances, we can replace the A → B
by Γ′. Note Γ′ originally occurred on the left (so it ‘swaps
sides’ here). This property of → is inverse rightable.

In general, the newly introduced cut on Γ′ is not analytic.
However, by suitably preprocessing the proof and selecting the
uppermost non-analytic one, we can show that the introduced
cut is either analytic, or Γ′ is a proper subformula of C. In
the latter case, we have improved the situation; we repeatedly
transform the proof to eventually obtain an analytic cut.

Moving from the simplified situation above to the general
case, two complications arise. First, the presence of the con-
traction rule means that we might have to trace more than
one occurrence of A → B so the transformation sketched
above has to be modified accordingly. This is done in a rather
standard way by using the multicut rule instead of the cut rule.
Second, γ may contain multiple critical inferences, all with
different contexts Γ′ containing any number (including zero)
of formulas. We will introduce cuts on all these formulas.

In summary, we retain the principal reductions, replace
permutation reductions by tracing the predecessors of the
cut-formulas along branches ensuring that they remain well-
defined when substituted by new formulas (from contexts of
critical inferences), and apply cut to remove these formulas.

III. STANDARD CALCULI

We start by formalising the class of calculi we consider.

Fix a language L consisting of logical connectives, each
with some integer arity ≥ 0. A connective of arity 0 is called
a constant. The set For of formulas is generated in the usual
way from variables (x, y, . . .) and the connectives in L. The
principal connective in a formula is its outermost connective.
A formula with principal connective ◦ will be denoted A◦.

To simplify the notation in the cut-reduction proof, we will
work with labelled formulas (ℓ-formulas for short) of the
form lA and rA. Intuitively, lA denotes an occurrence of
the formula A on the left (antecedent) of a sequent and rA
denotes an occurrence on the right (succedent) (cf. “signed for-
mulas” [2]). The notion of a (proper) subformula is lifted to ℓ-
formulas by ignoring the labels. We identify Gentzen sequents
A1 . . . , An ⇒ B1, . . . , Bm with multisets of ℓ-formulas (ℓ-
multisets for short) {lA1, . . . , lAn, rB1, . . . , rBm}.

Uppercase greek letters (Γ,∆,Σ, . . .) denote ℓ-multisets,
and uppercase latin letters (A,B,C . . .) are used both for
formulas and ℓ-formulas. ℓ-multisets containing formulas all
labelled l (resp. r) are denoted lΓ (resp. rΓ). Γp, p ≥ 0 is the
p-fold union of the multiset Γ with itself (e.g. {A,A,B}2 =
{A,A,A,A,B,B}), while Γ,∆ is the multiset union of Γ
and ∆. By convention, Γ0 = ∅. The support of Γ, denoted by
supp(Γ), is the set of elements that occur at least once in Γ.
Also, Γ∗ is a contraction of Γ if supp(Γ) = supp(Γ∗) and
every element appears as least as often in Γ as it does in Γ∗.

The class of sequent rules under consideration is formalised
below in an abstract manner. These are logical rules having
a single principal formula in their conclusion, and whose
premises contain proper subformulas of this formula (auxil-
iary formulas). The rules have an additive context, i.e. the
same additional formulas appear both in the premises and
in the conclusion of each rule. Crucially, this context can be
restricted, meaning that only certain formulas are allowed.

Definition 1 (simple rules). Let ◦ ∈ L. A simple left rule R
for ◦ is a pair (Λ(R), C(R)) such that:

• Λ(R) is a set of tuples of the form (lC◦,Λ1, . . . ,ΛM )
for some fixed arity M ≥ 0. lC◦ is the principal formula,
and each Λm (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) is an ℓ-multiset of proper
subformulas of C◦ called auxiliary formulas.

• C(R) is a set of ℓ-formulas called context restriction



An instance of R then is a figure

Γ,Λ1 . . . Γ,ΛM

Γ, lC◦

where (lC◦,Λ1, . . . ,Λm) ∈ Λ(R) and Γ is a multiset of ℓ-
formulas from C(R); we call Γ the context of the instance.

We require that Λ(R) and C(R) are closed under uniform
substitution, and Λ(R) is total in the first component.1 Simple
right rules are defined analogously: replace lC◦ with rC◦.

A context restriction C(R) prescribes the type of formulas
that can be used as a context in rule instances. We say that R
has no context restriction if C(R) is maximal, that is if C(R)
is the set of all ℓ-formulas.

Rules are usually presented by a schematic figure rather than
a formal specification. Fig. 2 contains many such schemata
(in the standard two-sided presentation). The example below
illustrates how these fit into the framework of Def. 1.

Example 2. Consider the rules in Fig. 2. Neither (∧l) nor
(∧r) has a context restriction. We have

Λ(∧l) = {(l(A ∧B), {lA, lB}) | A,B ∈ For} and

Λ(∧r) = {(r(A ∧B), {rA}, {rB}) | A,B ∈ For}.

Context restrictions of the rules (r →)M , (5) and (→ r)□ are

{lF | F ∈ For},
{l□F | F ∈ For} ∪ {r□F | F ∈ For}, and

{lF | F ∈ For} ∪ {r□F | F ∈ For} respectively.

The usual rules for the constant ⊥ (once again, no context
restriction) are simple rules with

Λ(⊥l) = {(l⊥)} and Λ(⊥r) = {(r⊥, ∅)}.

Definition 3 (standard sequent calculus). A standard L-
calculus S consists of the initial sequents

lx, rx (id)

where x is any variable, together with:
• the structural rules of weakening w, contraction c and

multicut mcut

Γ
Γ,∆

(w) Γ
Γ∗ (c)

Γ, {rC}p ∆, {lC}q

Γ,∆
(mcut)

where Γ∗ is a contraction of Γ and p, q ̸= 0.
• a simple left rule (◦l) and a simple right rule (◦r) for

every ◦ ∈ L

The formula C in (mcut) is called the cut formula.

Example 4 (some standard calculi). Let L0 = {∧,∨,→,⊥}.
• Gentzen’s calculus LK for classical propositional logic

(consisting of the simple rules in the first two rows of
Fig. 2) is a standard L0-calculus.

1Uniform substitution: if we replace all occurrences of a variable x by a
formula A in an instance of Λ(R) or C(R), we get an instance of Λ(R)
resp. C(R). Total in the first component: for every formula C◦, there is a
tuple in Λ(R) whose first component is lC◦.

• Maehara’s multiple-conclusion calculus for intuitionistic
logic [24] is obtained by replacing in LK the rule (→ r)
with (→ r)M (Fig. 2) of intuitionistic logic.

• The L0 ∪ {≺}-calculus BiInt [16] for bi-intuitionistic
logic extends Maehara’s calculus with the rules (≺ l)
and (≺ r) in Fig. 2.

• The L0 ∪ {□}-calculus S5 is obtained by adding to the
LK calculus the rules (T ) and (5).

It is useful to distinguish between proofs and deductions.

Definition 5 (deductions and proofs in standard calculi). A
deduction of Γ from Ω in a standard calculus is a tree of
sequents rooted in Γ (the endsequent) that is composed of
rule instances, and every leaf is either an initial sequent or
contained in Ω. A deduction from Ω = ∅ is called a proof. Γ
is provable if there is a proof with endsequent Γ.

Definition 6 (analytic cut). An instance of (mcut) is analytic
if the cut formula is a subformula of some formula in the
conclusion of the instance.

Definition 7. A deduction is cut-free if it does not use the
rule (cut). A deduction is locally analytic if all instances of
cut in it are analytic. S admits cut-elimination if every provable
sequent has a cut-free proof. S has the analytic cut property
if every provable sequent has a locally analytic proof.

It is immediate that locally analytic deductions in a standard
calculus have the subformula property (every formula occur-
ring in the deduction is a subformula of the endsequent).

IV. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

Fix a standard calculus S. In order to generalise the case
study in Section II, we introduce here abstract conditions for S
to satisfy cut-restriction, and hence the analytic cut-property.

The first two conditions are very familiar to proof theorists.
Axiom expansion is also known as the identity theorem [14].
The principal case reduction corresponds to Belnap’s condition
(C8) for cut-elimination in display calculus [5].

Definition 8 (axiom expansion). S satisfies axiom expansion
if lA, rA has a cut-free proof for every formula A.

Definition 9 (principal case reductions). A standard
calculus satisfies principal case reductions if whenever
(lC◦,Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ) ∈ Λ(◦l) and (rC◦,Σ1, . . . ,ΣN ) ∈
Λ(◦r) for some connective ◦, there is a deduction of the empty
sequent from the sequents Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ,Σ1, . . . ,ΣN (each is
a multiset of auxiliary formulas) using only structural rules.

Example 10. Let us check the principal case reductions for
∧ (cf. Fig. 2). We have (l(A ∧ B), {lA, lB}) ∈ Λ(∧l) and
(r(A ∧B), {rA}, {rB}) ∈ Λ(∧r) and

rB

rA lA, lB
(mcut)

lB (mcut)
∅

Definition 11 (consistency). S is consistent if it does not prove
the empty sequent.



Γ,⊥ ⇒ ∆
(⊥l) Γ ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ ⊥,∆
(⊥r) Γ, A,B ⇒ ∆

Γ, A ∧B ⇒ ∆
(∧l)

Γ ⇒ A,∆ Γ ⇒ B,∆

Γ ⇒ A ∧B,∆
(∧r)

Γ, A ⇒ ∆ Γ, A ⇒ ∆

Γ, A ∨B ⇒ ∆
(∨l)

Γ ⇒ A,B,∆

Γ ⇒ A ∨B,∆
(∨r)

Γ ⇒ A,∆ Γ, B ⇒ ∆

Γ, A → B ⇒ ∆
(→ l)

Γ, A ⇒ B,∆

Γ ⇒ A → B,∆
(→ r)

Γ, A ⇒ B

Γ ⇒ A → B
(→ r)M

A ⇒ B,∆

A ≺ B ⇒ ∆
(≺ l)

Γ ⇒ A,∆ Γ, B ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ A ≺ B,∆
(≺ r)

Γ, Ai ⇒ ∆

Γ, A1 ∧A2 ⇒ ∆
(∧i, l)i=1,2

Γ, A,⇒ ∆

Γ,□A ⇒ ∆
(T )

□Γ ⇒ A,□∆
□Γ ⇒ □A,□∆

(5)
Γ, A ⇒ B,□∆

Γ ⇒ A → B,□∆
(→ r)□

A,□Γ ⇒ B,∆

A ≺ B,□Γ ⇒ ∆
(≺ l)□

Fig. 2. Some simple rules

This property is needed in the proof of the main theorem
(only) to replace atomic cuts with analytic atomic cuts (case
(A2)). While consistency is sometimes targeted as a corollary
of cut-elimination (dating to Gentzen’s pursuit of a “finitistic"
consistency proof for arithmetic), there is a much simpler and
direct way to obtain it: exhibit a model that is closed under
the axioms and rules of the calculus, and falsifies at least
one formula of the logic. Many modal logics can be shown
consistent e.g. by observing that their axioms and rules hold
in a Kripke model consisting of a single reflexive world.

It is well-known that all calculi in Ex. 4 are consistent,
satisfy axiom expansion and admit principal case reductions.

Definition 12 (invertibility). ◦ is left-invertible if the following
holds: If (lC◦,Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ) ∈ Λ(◦l) then for every ℓ-multiset
Γ and every proof β of Γ, lC◦ there is a proof βm of Γ,Λm

(m ≤ M ) satisfying the following:
• If β is cut-free, then so is βm

• If β is locally analytic, then βm is locally analytic apart
from possibly some cuts on proper subformulas of C

Right-invertible is defined analogously: replace l with r.

The condition in Def. 12 will be used in the main proof.
The following sufficient condition for invertibility is simpler
to check in practice. The proof is by a standard induction.

Lemma 13. A connective ◦ satisfying the conditions below is
left-invertible (conditions for right-invertible are analogous).

1) For every C◦ there is a unique (Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ) such that
(lC◦,Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ) ∈ Λ(◦l)

2) Whenever lC◦ ∈ C(R) for some simple rule R and
(lC◦,Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ) ∈ Λ(◦l) then also supp(Λm) ⊆
C(R) for every m ≤ M .

Note that the uniqueness assumption in Lemma 13 is
satisfied for ∧ with the rule (∧l) but not if we use their non-
invertible variant (∧i, l)i=1,2 (cf. Fig. 2). In our framework
they would amount to a rule R with Λ(R) = {(l(A1 ∧
A2), {lAi}) | A1, A2 ∈ For, i = 1, 2}.

If all connectives are left- and right-invertible and S satisfies
principal case reductions, then cuts on arbitrary formulas can
be reduced to cuts on variables. However, this situation rarely
occurs. The crux of this paper are the weaker substitution

properties, motivated and defined below, which guarantee that
non-principal occurrences of cut formulas in a proof can be
replaced by certain other formulas. First observe that the
permutation of a cut above a rule corresponds to a substitution:

Γ, rC◦
lC◦,Λ1

R
lC◦,Λ

Γ,Λ

Γ, rC◦ lC◦,Λ1

Γ,Λ1 ?R?
Γ,Λ

In the figure on the right the cut on lC◦ has been lifted above
the instance of R, yielding a new instance where lC◦ has
been substituted with Γ. In general, such substitutions can
fail to be legal if R has a context restriction: we might have
lC◦ ∈ C(R) but B /∈ C(R) for some B in Γ. The (weakly)
leftable/rightable properties in Def. 14 assert that ‘nothing
goes wrong’ when such substitutions are carried out. These
properties are reformulations of known sufficient conditions
for cut-elimination. In more detail, the leftable property will
ensure that any cut on lC◦ can be lifted above R. The weakly
leftable property ensures that such a lifting is possible when
rC◦ is principal in the left premise of cut, and consequently Γ
contains only formulas from C(◦r). To make this substitution
legal, we therefore require that C(◦r) ⊆ C(R).

However, in some cases the context restrictions are such
that a cut cannot be lifted to the point that it is principal in
both premises (irrespective of the strategy of lifting). This is
the crucial case that is a main concern of this paper. To handle
this situation, we introduce a novel proof transformation that
replaces the cut with analytic cuts. This transformation relies
on the legality of new substitution properties that we call
inverse leftable and inverse rightable. The latter property is
that if rC◦ ∈ C(R), then any formula in C(◦r) ‘swapped’
to the other side is in the context of R. In other words, the
substitution of the formula rC◦ with a formula from C(◦r)
whose side (label) is swapped leads to a new instance of R. To
state this property precisely we define inversion of labels, ℓ-
formulas and sets thereof as follows: l̄ = r, r̄ = l, xA = x̄A
and C = {xA|xA ∈ C}. The inverse rightable property is used
to construct the leftmost sub-derivation in Fig II (observe the
substitution [G′/A → B]) of an analytic cut. In particular, by
swapping the sides of formulas that we had in the original
proof and ultimately cutting on them, we are able to replace
the arbitrary cut with analytic cuts.



Definition 14 (substitution properties). Let ◦ be a connective
of a standard calculus S. It has the stated property when for
every formula C◦ and every simple rule R:

1) (leftable) lC◦ ∈ C(R) implies that R has no context
restriction. (rightable) rC◦ ∈ C(R) implies that R has
no context restriction.

2) (weakly leftable) lC◦ ∈ C(R) implies C(◦r) ⊆ C(R).
(weakly rightable) rC◦ ∈ C(R) implies C(◦l) ⊆ C(R).

3) (inverse leftable) lC◦ ∈ C(R) implies C(◦l) ⊆ C(R).
(inverse rightable) rC◦ ∈ C(R) implies C(◦r) ⊆ C(R).

Fact 15. If a connective is leftable (rightable), then it is also
weakly and inverse leftable (rightable).

We show our conditions at work in various standard calculi.

Example 16 (Maehara’s calculus). In Maehara’s calculus, all
connectives ◦ are rightable: If rC◦ ∈ C(R) then R ̸= (→ r),
as (→ r) does not permit context formulas labelled r, and
all other rules R have no context restriction. However →
is neither leftable, as we cannot replace the context formula
l(A → B) in an instance of (→ r) with any rΣ, nor inverse
leftable, for the same reason. → is instead weakly leftable,
as C(→ r) contains only formulas labelled l and these are
allowed in the context of any other rule.

Example 17 (BiInt). As in Maehara’s calculus, → is weakly
leftable as the additional connective ≺ does not pose prob-
lems: (≺ l) has no left context so the condition l(A →
B) ∈ C(≺ l) implies C(→ r) ⊆ C(≺ l) trivially holds,
and (≺ r) has no context restriction. However, → is not
rightable unlike in Maehara’s calculus as r(A → B) might
appear in the context of a rule instance (≺ l) but would not
admit a substitution with any lΓ. Nevertheless, → is inverse
rightable, as formulas in C(→ r) are left formulas, and the
replacement of a r(A → B) in the context with right formulas
(note the switch from left to right) works for every rule. In
particular, for (→ r) the condition r(A → B) ∈ C(→ r)
implies C(→ r) ⊆ C(→ r) holds trivially since C(→ r)
contains no right formulas. ≺ behaves symmetrically: ≺ is
weakly rightable and inverse rightable.

Example 18 (S5 modalities). We discuss below diverse calculi
containing the (T ) and (5) rules in Fig 2. Later, each will be
seen to have cut-restriction under our general conditions.

1) In S5 all connectives ◦ ̸= □ are both leftable and
rightable. In contrast, □ is neither leftable nor rightable
since C□ can appear in the left or right context of the
(5) rule and this rule has context restrictions (that only
boxed formulas are allowed). □ is not weakly rightable
because rC□ ∈ C(5) implies C(T ) ⊆ C(5) does not
hold since C(T ) contains non-boxed formulas but C(5)
does not. As boxed formulas are permitted in the left and
right context of every rule, it follows that □ is weakly
leftable and inverse rightable (note that C(5) = C(5), so
the inversion does not matter here).

2) Introduced in [12], the L0∪{□}-calculus G4 is obtained
by replacing in Maheara’s calculus (Ex. 16) the rule

(→ r) with (→ r)□ from Fig. 2 and adding the S5
rules (T ) and (5). G4 is sound and complete for L4,
the strongest S5-type intuitionistic modal logic. Cut-
elimination is known to fail for G4, see [13]. As in
Maehara’s calculus, all connectives ◦ ≠ □ are rightable,
and moreover → is weakly leftable. As in S5, boxed
formulas are permitted in the left and right context of any
rule (here it becomes important that we use (→ r)□) and
so □ is weakly leftable and inverse rightable.

3) Let us consider the extension of G4 with “well behaving"
rules for ≺, i.e. (≺ r) and (≺ l)□ from Fig 2. We call
the resulting calculus BiIntS5. As in G4, → is weakly
leftable in BiIntS5 (the rules for ≺ do not pose problems
as l(A → B) ̸∈ C(≺ l)□ and the rule (≺ r) has
no context restriction) and inverse rightable (due to the
presence of the context with □ formulas on the left in
(≺ l)□), while ≺ is weakly rightable and inverse left-
subtitutable. □ is weakly leftable and inverse rightable.

The following example exhibit a calculus whose □ modality
does not satisfy any of our substitution properties.

Example 19. Introduced in [12], the calculus G3 is obtained
by adding to Maheara’s calculus the S5 rules (T ) and (5)
from Fig. 2. G3 does not admit cut-elimination. In G3, □
is neither weakly leftable (as a context formula lC□ in (→
r) cannot be replaced by any context of the (5) rule, which
might also contain boxed formulas labelled right), nor inverse
leftable (for the same reason).

V. CUT-RESTRICTION

We state our main theorem that presents cut-restriction
yielding analytic cuts. This is Theorem 22. The crucial Reduc-
tion Lemma is proved in the next section. Adapting Takano’s
terminology, we consider two classes of connectives that allow
for reducing arbitrary cuts to smaller cuts (class 1), and to
analytic cuts (class 2).

Definition 20. A connective ◦ in a standard calculus is class 1
if it is one of the following:

1) left-invertible and right-invertible
2) leftable and weakly rightable
3) rightable and weakly leftable

It is class 2 if it is class 1 or one of the following:
4) weakly leftable and inverse rightable
5) weakly rightable and inverse leftable

Definition 21 (class 2 calculus). A standard calculus is class 2
if it is consistent, satisfies principal case reductions and axiom
expansion, and every connective in it is class 2.

Verifying membership is not modular with respect to lan-
guage extensions for class 1 nor class 2 (see Remark 39).

Theorem 22 (Main Theorem). Every class 2 standard calcu-
lus has the analytic cut property.

The proof uses Gentzen-style proof transformations that
replace non-analytic cuts with either analytic or “smaller” cuts.



Definition 23 (inductive measures). The degree of a multicut
in a proof is the number of symbols in its cut formula, and its
rank is the number of sequents above it.

A proof is (d, r)-reduced if every non-analytic multicut in it
has degree ≤ d, and those non-analytic multicuts of maximal
degree d have rank < r and are not below any other non-
analytic multicut.

Below is a schematic representation of a (d, r)-reduced
proof with the restrictions on its non-analytic multicuts.

degree d and rank < r

degree < d

no non-analytic cuts

The following serves as main lemma in the proof of Thm. 22.

Lemma 24 (Reduction Lemma). Let β be a proof in a class 2
calculus which is locally analytic apart from a single non-
analytic multicut of degree d and rank r as its last inference.
Then there is a (d, r)-reduced proof β′ of the same endsequent.

We devote the next section to a proof of the Reduction
Lemma. First observe that Lemma 24 implies Thm. 22.

Proof of Thm. 22. It suffices to show that an arbitrary sub-
proof β ending in an uppermost non-analytic cut can be
replaced by a locally analytic proof of the same endsequent.
The proof proceeds by induction on the pair (degree,rank) of
the uppermost non-analytic cut under the usual lexicographic
ordering. Suppose that this non-analytic cut has (degree,rank)
(d, r) and suppose that the claim holds for every smaller pair.
Apply the Reduction Lemma to replace β with a (d, r)-reduced
proof β′ (every uppermost non-analytic cut in β′ has degree
≤ d−1, or degree d and rank < r). Moreover β′ cannot contain
a non-analytic cut of degree d below another non-analytic cut
of degree d since the lower cut would violate the condition
“not below any other non-analytic multicut” in the definition
of (d, r)-reduced. Thus every non-analytic cut of degree d in
β′ is uppermost and can be eliminated by the IH to obtain β′′

where each non-analytic cut has degree ≤ d − 1. Repeatedly
applying the IH to uppermost non-analytic cuts—the degree
of the lower cuts are unchanged after each application—we
ultimately obtain a locally analytic proof.

VI. PROOF OF THE REDUCTION LEMMA

Picture the lowermost multicut in β like this:

γ

Γ, {rC}p

δ

∆, {lC}q

Γ,∆
(mcut)

(1)

Recall that the superscripts p and q indicate multiplicities. By
assumption, γ and δ are locally analytic. Let R(γ) and R(δ)
denote the last rule in γ and δ respectively.

We present a collection of reductions that transform β into
a (d, r)-reduced proof β′. The first group of reductions, called
Gentzen-style reductions (A1), are well-known ingredients of
many cut-elimination proofs. Some extra care has to be taken
even in these familiar reductions as, unlike in cut-elimination,
we cannot assume that γ and δ are cut-free.

The second group (A2) consists of reductions that are
peculiar to cut-restriction: They do not necessarily decrease
the degree or rank of the multicut, but might replace it with
new analytic multicuts.

The required reductions depend on R(γ), R(δ) and the
properties of the outermost connective ◦ of C (if C is not
a variable). In a final step (B), we argue that some reduction
is always applicable. This establishes the Reduction Lemma.

It will be important in these reductions to be able to
“trace back” occurrences of the multicut formula C. This is
achieved by defining an immediate ancestor relation between
formula occurrences in the premise of each rule R and formula
occurrences in its conclusion as follows (cf. “congruence"
in [5]):

• If R = (w) (resp. R = (c)), then as the immediate an-
cestor relation we can take any injective (resp. surjective)
function that maps ℓ-formulas in the premise to the same
ℓ-formula in the conclusion.

• If R = (mcut), the immediate ancestor relation is the
obvious map from ℓ-formulas in Γ and ∆ in the premises
to ℓ-formulas in Γ,∆ in the conclusion. The cut formulas
are not immediate ancestors of any ℓ-formula.

• If R is any simple rule, the immediate ancestor relation
relates context ℓ-formulas in the premise(s) to identical
ℓ-formulas in the conclusion context, and auxiliary ℓ-
formulas in the premise to the principal formula.

The ancestor relation is then the reflexive transitive closure of
the immediate ancestor relation. We will call an ancestor of
multicut any ancestor of the cut formula C in β’s lowermost
multicut. In other words, an ancestor of multicut is an ancestor
of any C occuring in {rC}p of {lC}q in (1).

The ancestor relation features in the following lemma.

Lemma 25 (Substitution Lemma). Let

∆1, {C}q1 . . . ∆n, {C}qn
∆, {C}q

be an instance of a rule R ̸= (id) in a standard calculus where
C is an ℓ-formula, {C}qi marks the immediate ancestors of
{C}q in the ith premise, and if R is a simple rule then its
principal formula does not appear in {C}q .

For any ℓ-multiset Γ (with supp(Γ) ⊆ C(R), in case of
simple rules) the following is also an instance of R:

∆1,Γ
q1 . . . ∆n,Γ

qn

∆,Γq

Proof. If R is a simple rule then {C}q is part of the context
by hypothesis so q1 = . . . = qn = q. If R is weakening
(contraction), then n = 1 and q1 ≤ q (q1 ≥ q). If R is



multicut, then n = 2 and q1+q2 = q. In all cases, the statement
follows directly from inspection of the respective rule.

We describe the reductions and their preconditions for their
applicability. The starting point is the proof diagram in (1).

(A1) Gentzen-style reductions

principal reductions
precondition: C = C◦, an ancestor of multicut is principal
both in R(γ) and in R(δ).

So β concludes as follows:

 topm(γ)

Γ, {rC}p−1,Λm


m (◦r)

Γ, {rC}p−1, rC

 topn(δ)

∆, {lC}q−1,Σn


n (◦l)

∆, {lC}q−1, lC
(mcut)

Γ,∆

Henceforth we denote by [. . .]s a family of deductions indexed
by the variable s. In the case above, we have m ≤ M , n ≤
N , (rC◦,Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ) ∈ Λ(◦r) and (lC◦,Σ1, . . . ,ΣN ) ∈
Λ(◦l). We split the construction of β′ into two steps.

(1) We construct a proof top∗m(γ) of Γ,∆,Λm (m ≤ M ).
If p− 1 ̸= 0, top∗m(γ) is obtained as:

topm(γ)

Γ, {rC}p−1,Λm

δ

∆, {lC}q−1, lC
(mcut)

Γ,∆,Λm

Note that while the degree of this multicut remains d, its rank
is strictly smaller than r. Thus top∗m(γ) is (d, r)-reduced. If
p−1 = 0, then top∗m(γ) is defined to be topm(δ) followed by
weakening with ∆. By a symmetric construction we obtain a
(d, r)-reduced proof top∗n(δ) of Γ,∆,Σn.

(2) Now combine these proofs into β′ as follows (we are
using principal case reductions Def 9):

 top∗m(γ)

Γ,∆,Λm


m

 top∗n(δ)

Γ,∆,Σn


n (mcut)’s

Γ,∆

By definition of a simple rule, the cuts coming from the
principal case reductions are on formulas in supp(Λm) and
supp(Σn), which in turn are proper subformulas of C. Thus
the cuts are of degree < d. It follows that β′ is (d, r)-reduced.

reduction by inversion
precondition: C = C◦, ◦ left and right invertible

Pick (rC◦,Λ1, . . . ,ΛM ) ∈ Λ(◦r) and (lC◦,Σ1, . . . ,ΣN ) ∈
Λ(◦l) (by the definition of simple rule, there are always such
tuples), and extend γ and δ with contractions and weakenings
to locally analytic proofs of Γ,∆, rC◦ and Γ,∆, lC◦.

By invertibility we obtain proofs top∗m(γ) of Γ,∆,Λm and
top∗n(δ) of Γ,∆,Σn for every m ≤ M and n ≤ N whose
only multicuts are on proper subformulas of C. In particular,
they are (d, r)-reduced. Now construct the (d, r)-reduced β′

as in the second step of the principal reductions case.

antecedent shift
precondition: No ancestor of multicut is principal in R(δ)
and one of the following holds:
(a) C = C◦, ◦ is leftable
(b) C = C◦, ◦ is weakly leftable, and supp(Γ) ⊆ C(◦r)

We first isolate a single special case, namely that R(δ) is
again a multicut on C. In this case the end of β runs as
follows (s, t > 0, q = q1 + q2 and ∆ = ∆1,∆2):

γ

Γ, {rC}p

δ1

∆1, {lC}s+q1

δ2

∆2, {rC}t, {lC}q2

∆1,∆2, {lC}q1+q2
(mcut)

Γ,∆1,∆2
(mcut)

β′ is then obtained as follows: Combine γ and δ1 via a multicut
to a proof of Γ,∆1 followed by weakening. This new multicut
has degree d but rank < r, and so β′ is (d, r)-reduced.

So let us now assume the standard case that R = R(δ) is
not a multicut on C. Note also that R ̸= (id) as C is not a
variable. The end of β runs as follows:

γ

Γ, {rC}p

δ1

∆1, {lC}q1 . . .

δn

∆n, {lC}qn
∆, {lC}q R

Γ,∆
(mcut)

(2)

where in the premises of R we have highlighted all ancestors
of multicut. β′ then is the proof

δ′1

∆1,Γ
q1 . . .

δ′n

∆n,Γ
qn

Γq,∆
R

Γ,∆
(c)

(3)

and δ′i is defined as follows. If qi ̸= 0 then δ′i is

γ

Γ, {rC}p

δi

∆i, {lC}qi
Γ,∆i

(mcut)

Γqi ,∆i
(w)

This multicut is of grade d but rank < r. If qi = 0 then
δ′i := δi. In any case δ′i is (d, r)-reduced.

Let us argue that in (3) we indeed have an instance of R.
By the Substitution Lemma (Lemma 25) this follows directly
if R is not a simple rule, so assume it is. We have to show that



supp(Γ) ⊆ C(R). Indeed, by inspecting β we see that lC◦ ∈
C(R). Thus by assumption (a), we get supp(Γ) ⊆ C(R). If
we assume (b), we can observe supp(Γ) ⊆ C(◦r) ⊆ C(R).

It remains to establish that β′ is (d, r)-reduced. Knowing
that each δ′i is (d, r)-reduced, the only critical case is in fact
that R in (3) is a non-analytic multicut on some formula D.
By assumption R in (2) is analytic. Clearly R can lose its
analyticity via the subsitution of Γ for lC only if D was a
subformula of C. As we have dealt with special case C = D
separately, D must in fact be a proper subformula of C. But
then the degree of R is < d, and so β′ is (d, r)-reduced.

succedent shift
precondition: No ancestor of multicut is principal in R(γ)
and one of the following holds:
(a) C = C◦, ◦ is rightable
(b) C = C◦, ◦ is weakly rightable, and supp(Γ) ⊆ C(◦l)

Symmetric to antecedent shift.

(A2) Reductions introducing analytic cuts

renaming of variables
precondition: C is a variable.

Choose some formula A appearing as a subformula in Γ or ∆
(at least one such formula exists because of the consistency
assumption). We obtain β′ as follows: First, we replace all
occurrences of the variable x = C in β by A. Note that
this makes the lowermost multicut analytic. As all rules of a
standard calculus apart from the initial sequents are closed
under uniform substitution, we have obtained a deduction.
Now some initial sequent lx, rx in β may have become a
non-initial leaf lA, rA. In this case we equip such leaves
with a cut-free proof using the axiom expansion property.

Note that pre-existing analytic multicuts in β do not become
non-analytic through uniform substitution. We conclude that β′

is locally analytic, and therefore in particular (d, r)-reduced.

analytic cutting on the left
precondition: C = C◦, ◦ is weakly leftable and inverse
rightable

This transformation requires a global argument and, together
with the symmetric analytic cutting on the right, is the most
involved one. It generalizes the argument for BiInt given in
Sec. II. We subdivide the construction of β′ into steps (a)-(e).

(a) Removing redundant cuts. Call a multicut on C
redundant if C appears in its conclusion. Redundant cuts can
always be replaced by contractions and weakenings, e.g.

Σ, {lC}s Π, lC, {rC}t
(mcut)

Σ,Π, lC
⇝

Σ, {lC}s
(c)

Σ, lC
(w)

Σ,Π, lC

Note that this replacement does not increase the rank of any
multicut below. We therefore assume without loss of generality
that all redundant multicuts on C in β have been removed.

(b) Structuring the proof. Call an inference in γ or δ
critical if it is a lowermost inference in which an ancestor

of multicut is principal. The critial inferences are instances
of (◦r) in γ and of (◦l) in δ. We enumerate the former as
(◦r)i∈I and the latter as (◦l)j∈J and picture them as follows: topim(γ)

Γi, {rC}pi ,Λim


m (◦r)i

Γi, {rC}pi , rC

 topjn(δ)

∆j , {lC}qj ,Σjn


n (◦l)j

∆j , {lC}qj , lC

Here m,n are additional indices for the multiple premises of
the critical inferences, each of which has a subproof topim(γ)
or topjn(δ). Λim and Σjn are the auxiliary formulas. We have
also highlighted all further ancestors of multicut ({rC}pi and
{lC}pj ) that are not principal in the critical inference. Let us
for now assume additionally that

for all i ∈ I, Γi ̸= ∅ (∗)

as this is the more interesting case. We will deal with the
remaining case at the very end.

We now identify the bottom part bot(γ) resp. bot(δ) as
the subtree of γ (δ) that contains all sequents that are not
above a critical inference. Hence bot(γ) is a deduction of
Γ, {rC}p from the conclusions of all critical inferences in γ,
and similarly for bot(δ). No ancestor of multicut is principal
in an inference in bot(γ) or bot(δ). We can picture the whole
proof as in Figure 3 (top diagram).

(c1) Substituting in γ. Let E be any set consisting of, for
every i ∈ I , some ℓ-formula A where Ā ∈ Γi (note that Γi ̸= ∅
by (∗)). Let bot(γ)[E/C] denote the result of replacing every
ancestor of multicut in bot(γ) by E :

[Γi, {rC}pi , rC]i∈I

bot(γ)

Γ, {rC}p

⇝

[Γi, Epj , E ]i∈I

bot(γ)[E/C]

∆, Ep

Why is the tree on the right again a deduction? For any i ∈ I
we have supp(Γi) ⊆ C(◦r) by inspection of (◦r)i, thus

E ⊆
⋃

i∈I supp(Γi) ⊆ C(◦r)

Since ◦ is inverse rightable we have C(◦r) ⊆ C(R) for any
simple rule R which has rC ∈ C(R), and so in particular
E ⊆ C(R). By applying Lemma 25 to every rule R in bot(γ),
we ultimately conclude that bot(γ)[E/C] is a deduction.

(c2) Closing the new γ. By (∗), every leaf of bot(γ)[E/C]
contains both an ℓ-formula A (in Γi) and its inverse Ā (in E),
so it can be given a cut-free proof using axiom expansion.

(d1) Substituting in δ. For i ∈ I , bot(δ)[Γi/C] denotes the
result of replacing every ancestor of multicut in bot(δ) by Γi:

[∆j , {lC}qj , lC]j∈J

bot(δ)

∆, {lC}q

⇝

[∆j , (Γi)
qj ,Γi]j∈J

bot(δ)[Γi/C]

∆, (Γi)
q




 topim(γ)

Γi, {rC}pi ,Λim


m (◦r)i

Γi, {rC}pi , rC


i

bot(γ)

Γ, {rC}p


 topjn(δ)

∆j , {lC}qj ,Σjn


n (◦l)j

∆j , {lC}qj , lC


j

bot(δ)

∆, {lC}q
(mcut)

Γ,∆



 axiom expansion

Γi, (ED)pi , ED


i

bot(γ)[ED/C]

Γ, (ED)p w, c
Γ,D


D∈D




topij

∆j ,Γi
(w)

∆j , (Γi)
pj ,Γi


j

bot(δ)[Γi/C]

∆, (Γi)
q

w, c
∆,D


D∈Di,i∈I

cuts on F (Claim 26)
Γ,∆

Fig. 3. (top diagram) Proof β ending in a multicut with the critical inferences highlighted. (bottom) The proof β′ obtained from β via analytic cutting.

Why is the tree on the right a deduction? We have supp(Γi) ⊆
C(◦r) by inspection of (◦r)i. Since ◦ is weakly leftable we
furthermore have C(◦r) ⊆ C(R) for any simple rule R which
has lC◦ ∈ C(R), and so in particular supp(Γi) ⊆ C(R).
Applying Lemma 25 to every rule R in bot(δ), we ultimately
conclude that bot(δ)[Γi/C] is a deduction.

(d2) Closing the new δ. Fix a pair (i, j) ∈ I × J . We
obtain a (d, r)-reduced proof topij of Γi,∆j by a construction
that is completely analogous to the two steps of the principal
reductions case, only that there are additional indices i and j
around. Putting the proofs topij (plus weakening) on top of
bot(δ)[Γi/C] we obtain a (d, r)-reduced proof.

(e) Putting everything together with cuts.
The proof β′ is now constructed as pictured in Figure 3.

The top left and top right parts are substituted derivations as
described in (c) and (d) (the set ED will be defined shortly).
After that are cuts on formulas from the contexts Γi (i ∈ I).

Here are the details. Define the set F as the collection of
all formulas appearing in Γi for some i ∈ I , with their labels
stripped off. A distribution of F is any set D of ℓ-formulas
obtained by labelling the formulas in F . Call D i-matching if
supp(Γi) ⊆ D. Call D orthogonal if it contains a subset ED
that consists of, for every i, an ℓ-formula A where Ā ∈ Γi. It
is easy to see that every distribution is i-matching for some i,
or orthogonal (or both). Now let us denote Di (D) the class
of i-matching (orthogonal) distributions of F . By a simple
combinatorial argument, we observe the following:

Claim 26. There is a deduction of Γ,∆ from the families of

sequents Γ,D (D ∈ D) and ∆,D (D ∈ Di, i ∈ I) whose only
multicuts are on formulas in F .

This is easy to see bottom-up: If we systematically introduce
cuts on all formulas in F above Γ,∆, we get 2|F| many
premises containing every possible distribution of F (see also
Lemma 3.1 in [20]). Now by the previous remark, every
distribution is contained in one of the two families.

From this claim it follows that the proof β′ as in Fig. 3 is
sound. We now show that β′ is (d, r)-reduced.

Claim 27. Every formula A ∈ F is a subformula of Γ or a
proper subformula of C.

Proof. Assume A appears (labelled) in Γi. Follow this occur-
rence downwards in γ via the ancestor relation. This process
stops if we reach some A′ that is principal in a multicut, and
therefore is not the ancestor of any formula in the conclusion.
Then, as γ is locally analytic, we can choose some ℓ-formula
A′′ in the conclusion of the multicut that contains A′ as a
subformula. Now follow A′′ downwards. In this way we finally
reach some ℓ-formula A∗ in Γ, {rC}p. By construction A
is a subformula of A∗, so we are done if A∗ ∈ Γ. Else,
A∗ ∈ {rC}p. As xA was not an ancestor of the multicut
on C—see (b)—by following A downwards we encounter an
occurrence A′ that was principal in a multicut. Following down
as before we ultimately reach A∗, so A′ is a subformula of C.
Since γ contains no redundant cuts, A′ ̸= C and so A′ must
be a proper subformula of C, and hence so is A. □ (Claim)

By Claim 27, all the cuts on F we introduce at the bottom of



the proof are either analytic or of degree < d.

Claim 28. Every non-analytic multicut in bot(γ)[ED/C] and
bot(δ)[Γi/C] is on a proper subformula of C.

Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to consider bot(γ)[∆/C].
Recall that bot(γ) is locally analytic. Hence a multicut in
bot(γ)[∆/C] can only become non-analytic if it was on a
subformula of C. Once again C itself is ruled out, as we have
removed all redundant multicuts in step (a). □ (Claim)

It follows that β′ is (d, r)-reduced.
Let us finally demonstrate the much simpler construction in

the case that (∗) fails, meaning that Γi0 = ∅ for some i0 ∈ I .
In this case the transformed proof is essentially just the right
part of Fig. 3 (bottom diagram) where i = i0, and no analytic
cuts need to be introduced. Indeed: We construct the proofs
topi0j (j ∈ J) and bot(δ)[Γi0/C] = bot(δ)[∅/C] as before.
But now the endsequent of bot(δ)[∅/C] is ∆, so we can go
directly to Γ,∆ via weakening.

analytic cutting on the right
precondition: C = C◦, ◦ is weakly rightable and inverse
leftable

Symmetric to analytic cutting on the left.

(B) Completeness of the reduction steps

We show that always at least one reduction step applies. If
C is a variable, then renaming of variables applies. Assume
C = C◦ for some class 2 connective ◦. If ◦ is left and
right invertible, reduction by inversion applies. If it is weakly
leftable and inverse rightable, then analytic cutting on the
left applies. If it is weakly rightable and inverse leftable,
then analytic cutting on the right applies. Two cases are left.
Assume that ◦ is leftable and weakly rightable. We make a
case distinction: If no ancestor of the multicut is principal
in R(δ), then antecedent shift is applicable. If not, then
R(δ) is (◦l) and therefore supp(∆) ⊆ C(◦l). If moreover
some ancestor of multicut is principal in R(γ), then principal
reductions applies. If on the other hand no ancestor of multicut
is principal in R(γ), then succedent shift is applicable. The
case ◦ is rightable and weakly leftable is symmetric.

We have shown that there is always some reduction that
applies. This concludes the proof of the Reduction Lemma.

Remark 29. Each step in cut-restriction only “locally” im-
proves the analyticity of the proof. That is, if an uppermost
non-analytic cut has been made analytic by a reduction step
it might still not be globally analytic, i.e. its cut formula
might still not be a subformula of the endsequent. This is
because of other non-analytic cuts below it. But the algorithm
will revisit such cuts (once they become non-analytic through
substitution), and only when all cuts are (locally) analytic,
they also become globally analytic.

VII. APPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM

We illustrate the practicality of our method by showing that
various calculi have the analytic cut property. This amounts to

demonstrating that their connectives are in class 2, as the other
requirements—axiom expansion, principal case reductions and
consistency—are readily verified by standard methods.

Corollary 30. S5 has the analytic cut property.

Proof. The only rule of S5 with a context restriction is (□r),
and it admits only boxed formulas as contexts. Hence all
connectives ◦ ̸= □ are left- and right-shiftable, and therefore
class 1. Furthermore □ is inverse rightable and weakly leftable
(Ex. 18), and so the whole calculus is class 2.

Multi-modal S5 is the extension of LK with multiple
modalities □1, . . . ,□n. The rules for □i are obtained by
indexing with i the modalities in the S5 rules (□l), and (□r),
so that C(□ir) contains all formulas prefixed by □i.

By the same argument as above, we obtain:

Corollary 31. Multi-modal S5 has the analytic cut property.

Corollary 32. BiInt has the analytic cut property.

Proof. In BiInt, ⊥, ∧ and ∨ are left- and right-invertible by
Lemma 13, and thus class 1. The implication connectives are
class 2: → is weakly leftable and inverse rightable, whereas
≺ is weakly rightable and inverse leftable (Ex. 17).

Corollary 33. G4 (Ex. 18) has the analytic cut property.

Proof. In G4 the connectives ⊥, ∧ and ∨ are invertible. →
is rightable and weakly leftable and therefore class 1 as well.
Finally □ is weaky leftable and inverse rightable (Ex. 18),
hence the calculus is class 2.

Corollary 34. BiIntS5 (Ex. 18) has the analytic cut property.

Proof. Once more ⊥, ∧ and ∨ are invertible. → is weakly
leftable and inverse rightable, whereas ≺ is weakly rightable
and inverse leftable. Finally □ is weakly leftable and inverse
rightable (Ex. 18). So the calculus is class 2.

VIII. CUT-ELIMINATION

We have shown that every class 2 standard calculus has
the analytic cut property. We show here that under further
assumptions we can recover cut-elimination.

In particular, we are now required to eliminate cuts on
variables. This was not needed for cut-restriction, as such cuts
can be made analytic by a simple substitution. For elimination,
cuts on variables must be treated in essentially the same way
as cuts on compound formulas, and we therefore introduce an
analogous property to leftability/rightability.

Definition 35. S satisfies leftable variables (rightable vari-
ables) if for every simple rule R, if lx ∈ C(R) (rx ∈ C(R))
for some variable x, then C(R) has no context restriction.

Example 36. Maehara’s calculus satisfies rightable variables:
The only rule with a context restriction is (→ r), and we have
rx /∈ C(→ r). It does not satisfy leftable variables.

Definition 37. A standard calculus is class 1 if it satisfies prin-
cipal case reductions, axiom expansion, leftable or rightable
variables, and every connective in it is class 1.



Theorem 38. Every class 1 calculus admits cut-elimination.

Proof (sketch). Similar to Th. 24. Since all connectives are
class 1, the reductions analytic cutting on the left and analytic
cutting on the right which would introduce analytic cuts never
need to be applied. Also avoid the reduction renaming of
variables. Instead, shift cuts on variables upwards by adopting
succedent shift (if S has rightable variables) or antecedent
shift (if S has leftable variables) until they are principal in
one premise of the cut. In this case the premise is an initial
sequent, and the cut can be omitted.

Remark 39. Checking that a calculus is class 1 or 2 is
not a modular task: If we extend, say, a class 1 calculus
with a new connective we will have to “re-evaluate” the
status of all old connectives. This failure of modularity is to
be expected: For example, both fragments of BiInt in the
languages {∧,∨,⊥,→} and {∧,∨,⊥,≺} are class 1 and thus
satisfy cut-elimination, but BiInt itself is only class 2.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced cut-restriction, an algorithm transforming
proofs with arbitrary cuts into proofs with analytic cuts.
The result is obtained through language-independent sufficient
conditions. Our methodology encompasses existing results in
a uniform way, and yields novel results about the analytic cut
property. Moreover, we have identified the strengthening of the
sufficient conditions that implies cut-elimination, thus showing
that the latter is as a special case of cut-restriction.

Future work. Maehara’s method for the Craig interpolation
property is not hindered by analytic cuts (see, e.g., [9], [13]).
This motivates a general investigation into Craig interpolation
for calculi that have the analytic cut property.

From the computational interpretation point of view, it
would be interesting to investigate the meaning of our pro-
cedure within the Curry-Howard paradigm, and its possible
connections with the notion of partial evaluation.

Another research direction would be to generalize our
conditions. Notice indeed that the modal calculus K is not a
standard sequent calculus under the definition presented here,
as its modal rule has arbitrarily many principal formulas. The
restriction to logical rules having a single principal formula
(“simple rules”) served to simplify the notation in the main
proof, but the argument can be extended to the case of K.
There are other rules whose form is not analytic that we would
like to encompass, e.g. the peculiar rule of the modal logic
B, and bi-intuitionistic stable tense logic BiSKt (known via
semantic methods to have the analytic cut property [13]). A
further investigation would be to consider substructural logics
where weakening and contraction might not be present. We
are not aware of a substructural logic without cut-elimination
that is complete for analytic cuts, but [6] presents many
substructural logics with a modified subformula property.

Takano obtains a relaxation of the subformula property
for several modal logics via semantics: K5, K5D, S4.2,
KD# [21], [22], [23]. We would like to extend cut-restriction
to such modified subformula properties. A broader aim is a

general classification of logics in terms of their modified sub-
formula properties under cut-restriction. This is a reimagining
of structural proof theory: instead of constructing generalisa-
tions of the sequent calculus to get cut-elimination, aim for
modifications of the subformula property. This would mean
a single target for theory and applications including theorem
proving, proof-assistants, and meta-theoretic argumentation.
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